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Abstract:-Agriculture is the most important and the only source 

of producing food. the agriculture done by humans has facing 

many troubles such as manpower consumption, time 

consumption, slower process, etc. To overcome the impact we 

move forwards to robotics. The robotics in agriculture is an 

effective welcome to the agriculture process. It deals effectively 

with reducing the manpower and time consumption and 

increasing the speed of cultivation. Not only such problems also 

the nutritional problems may reduce the cultivation of 

particular land. The weeds on the farming fields are also one  of 

the reasons in which the crops can't get sufficient nutrition from 

the soil. According to this, our project is based on removing the 

weeds from the farming fields without making any damage to 

the crops. In this paper, strives to develop a robot regarding 

solutions to the hand weeding without damaging the crops. It is a 

versatile design to overcome hand weeding. The main 

components are the Arduino Uno microcontroller that is 

supervised the entire process in the system, the ultrasonic sensor 

continuously senses the data to the microcontroller. As per the 

condition when the robot reaches the ridge it will move right or 

left for performing the same excavation process in the field. The 

completion of the entire process robot automatically sends the 

message to the farmer. Farmers spend more money on machines 

it helps them to decrease labors and increase yield but profit and 

efficiency are very less . Hence the automation is an ideal 

solution to overcome all shortcomings by creating a machine 

that performs one operation and automates it to increase the 

yield on a large scale. 

 

Key words: Agriculture robot, Grass cutting robot ,Irrigation 

robot , Automation robot. Weeding robot. 

INTRODUCTION 

India generally, the traditional weeding methods include the 

use of hand weeding and large sized weeding vehicles and 

using the tractor. The main motive for developing 

Agriculture Automation Technology is decreasing the time 

and cost of food production. Today, Internet application 

development demand is very high in the agriculture field. 

So, the Internet of Things is a major technology by which 

we can produce various useful internet applications to 

communicate with the farmer for performing and monitoring 

the Agriculture field. IoT is a network in which all physical 

objects are connected to the internet through network devices 

and sharing data. These IoT devices gather useful data with 

the help of various existing technologies and share that data 

between other devices. Robotics is a branch of engineering 

that involves conception, design, manufacture, and operation 

of robots. Robotics field overlaps with electronics, computer 

science, and artificial intelligence. Weeding robot is one of 

the Automation processes for performing weeding process. 

The combination of Robotics and IoT is the main source of 

achievement offer solutions in precision agriculture to 

processes related to weeding process. The goal of agriculture 

robotics is more than just the application of robotics 

technologies to agriculture. The robot starts its function by 

plowing the field, then removes the weeds from the cultivated 

land and ends the process by covering the all surface of the 

land . It uses the basic components like servo motor, DC 

motors, relay, etc. It has an ultrasonic proximity sensor to 

avoid the obstacles in the path and underbody sensor system 

to detect that the weeds root depth. The robotic system plays 

an immense role in all sections of societies, organizations, 

and industrial units. The objective of the project is to develop 

an automated system that helps in on-farm operations. 

I. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The author discussed two main issues in modern 

agriculture. There are high times and high labor costs. This 

project developed with a remote controlling automatic seed 

planting system. IoT devices are used to develop the robot 

for seed dispensing. The AVR microcontroller is used to 

control all over the system. This system reduces high cost 

and also reduces the time for plowing, cutting, digging, seed 

sowing operation, spraying, weed control by utilizing solar 

energy and power supply to run the robot [1]. 

For reducing labour costs of mechanical weed control the 
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whole task has to be automated. this approach could result 

in self guided, self-propelled and autonomous machine that 

could cultivate crops with minimal operator intervention. 

Weeding robots can improve labour productivity, solve 

labour shortage, improve the environment of agriculture 

production, improve work quality, reduce energy input, 

improve resource management ,and help farmers to their 

traditional working methods and conditions.introducing self 

governing mobile robots in agriculture, forestry and 

landscape conservation is dependent on the natural 

environment and structure of the facilities. the 

solutionproposed is the use of little and light machines, like 

unmanned vehicles that are self-propelled, autonomous and 

low powered.mobile robots must always be aware of its 

surroundings such as unpredicted obstacles. To this scope, 

real-time environment detection could be performed using 

different sensor systems. [2] 

This paper aims development and a feasibility study for the 

picking robot of sweet peppers using usual image processing 

techinique we constructed the recognition system of sweet 

peppers and its position, camera positioning system for 

cutting the stem and picking robot using these system. in the 

result of experiments, if the fruit of the sweet pepper was 

sharply defined ,this robot could cut the stem of the 

recognized sweet pepper. First, the picking operation for 

sweet peppers in greenhouse by farmers is introduced. 

second, the outline of the picking robot for sweet peppers is 

explained and prototype of the robot is introduced in detail. 

Third, the recognition system of sweet peppers control 

system is explained. Last, the result of experiment is 

introduced. [3] 

Agriculture robotics is a promising solution for digital 

farming and handling the problems of workforce shortage 

and declining probability initial tests with one of the most 

recent technologies available for automated haversting  . 

they have become an integral part of big picture in the future 

production of vegetable and crops ,i.e., growing plants in 

space or development of robotized plant factories for 

producing vegetables in Antarctica. The trend of food 

production is towards automated farming techniques, 

compact agri-cubes, and cultivation system that have the 

minimum human interface where skilled workspace are 

being replaced with robotic arms and mobile platforms. [4] 

Agribot is a robot designed for agricultural purposes. It is 

designed to minimize the labor in addition to increasing the 

speed and accuracy of the work. It performs the primary 

functions involved in farming i.e. plowing the field, sowing 

of seeds and covering the seeds with soil. The robot is 

autonomous and provides the facility for optional switching 

of the plowing system when required. PSoC (Programmable 

System on Chip) controller from Cypress Semiconductor, 

USA is used to control the robot [5]. 

Agribot in this project is designed to perform the sowing 

process only. With slight variations of few centimetres in the 

distances defined robot successfully covers distances 

between crops and their rows. The navigation technique 

using IR sensors in Agribot is easier and less bulky over other 

existing agriculture robotic systems. Also, the coverage area 

by the robot is restricted because of its dependence on DC 

battery [6]. 

The proposed system aims at designing multipurpose 

autonomous agricultural robotic vehicle which can be 

controlled through Bluetooth for plowing, seeding and 

irrigation systems. The objectives of the proposed system are 

to dig the soil depending on moisture level in the soil, to plow 

the seeds with teeth’s like structure at the end to turn the top 

layer of soil down, to close the seeds and level the ground 

automatically and to provide irrigation system by spraying 

water with a pump in the field [7]. 

In this paper, design for a mobile robot capable of sowing 

seeds autonomously on a prepared land is reported. The 

body of the proposed device is constructed using aluminum 

for efficient weight reduction and strength utilization. The 

drive is provided by caterpillar treads for traversal on the 

undulating field. The robot navigates the land using the 

inputs from a magnetometer and the accuracy of direction is 

improved by feeding this input to a Proportional Integral 

(PI) Controller. It further employs an ultrasonic sensor for 

detecting the end of the field. The seeds are sown by the 

robot in evenly spaced rows with each point where a seed 

has been dropped equidistant from the successive point. The 

seed metering mechanism is based upon a solenoid actuator 

assembly. The device consists of a modular structure 

providing satisfaction for maintenance. Overall, the 

proposed device exhibits appreciable efficiency in power 

consumption, making it suitable for the field of agriculture 

[8]. 

In the field of agriculture, plantation begins with plowing 

the land and sowing seeds. For plowing, this robot is 

provided with tentacles attached with saw blades. The 

sowing mechanism initiates with long-toothed gears  

actuated with motors. The complete body is divided into two 

parts the tail part acts as a container for seeds. The successor 

holds on all the electronics used for automating and 

actuation. The locomotion is provided with wheels covered 

under conveyor belts. Gears at the back of the robot rotate at 

equal speed concerning each other with the saw blades. For 

each rotation, every tooth on gear will take seeds and will 

drop them on the field. Camera at the front end tracks the 

path for every fixed distance and at the minimum distance, it 

takes the path pre-programmed [9]. 

The authors propose a system that aims at designing 

multipurpose autonomous agricultural robotic vehicles that 

are controlled by GPS and magnetometer for plowing, 

seeding, levelling, and message indication to start irrigation. 

Bluetooth module and GSM are used to communicate with 

Arduino about utilizing the robot for a particular operation. 

The targets of the proposed framework are to burrow the dirt 

relying upon dampness level in the dirt, to furrow the seeds 

with teeth resembles structure toward the conclusion to turn 

the best layer of soil down, to close the seeds and level the 

ground consequently and to give water system framework  
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by sending a message using GSM module [10]. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In the above project, the author used remote controlling 

technology to operate the robot for weeding function. But 

this project will go to develop with the automatic weeding 

function. The robot has a more automatic function in the 

agricultural land. The robot analysis the field distance when 

it reaches the end of the field it will change its direction and 

again it will perform its weeding process. At the same time, 

it will perform a plowing and griding process also. 

IV . .METHODOLOGY 

A. Block diagram 

Fig.3.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed system. 

The block diagram consists of an ultrasonic sensor, servo 

motor and Arduino Uno which are serially connected. 

Arduino receives an input when the ultrasonic sensor 

denotes the end of the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

y of the Arduino board. When the system gets the power 

source it will perform the automatic seeding function. The 

Arduino Uno is the controller of all over the system. It will 

manage all functions in the robotic system. The ultrasonic 

sensor sends the message to the controller if there any 

obstacles are found in the Infront of the robot in the field. 

When the controller gets any input from the ultrasonic sensor 

it will perform that obstacle avoidance action in the field. The 

robot moves in the field it will stop every 15CM for the 

seeding process. The robot continuously performs the 

plowing and mixture of the soil process. 

Two relays are used for grass cutting a whose opening and 

closing terminals are shorted and then connected to 12v 

battery and the other terminal is connected to the motor. Here 

dc motors are interfaced with blades. A relay is an electrically 

operated switch used to control a circuit by the separate low-

power signal. In a relay, two pins out of four pins are 

connected to Vcc and ground. The other two pins are 

connected to Arduino as assigned in the program which is 

designed for the design model. Water tanks and pumps are 

used for water spraying operations. When the switch is 

pressed, the water spraying operation will take place. Here 

pump is connected to Dc motor to perform the water spraying 

operation smoothly, which in turn connected to relays. In 

relay two of the pin, terminals are shorted and then connected 

to 12V battery and others are connected to  

Arduino. Thin iron rod-shaped nails are bunched together to 

perform the plowing operation. 

 

 

Fig.4.2 Flowchart of the proposed system 
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B. Hardware Requirements 

 Arduino Uno 

 DC Motors 

 Servo Motors 

 Photo Interrupter Speed Sensor Module LM393 

 Ultrasonic Module HC-SR04 

 Water sprinkler 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
The automated agricultural weeding robot has considerable 

potential to increase productivity. The robot removes the 

weeds from the farming land . The collected datas from 

agribot sent to the wireless receiver and controlled using 

remote successfully. The multiple operations can be able to 

perform in a single system it gives cast effective system.  

The agribot gives a compact, low power and low-cost 

system with an effective output. 
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